PRABHU DAYAL PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOME WORK 2018-19
SUBJECT - FRENCH
CLASS – VII
•
•

•

Make 3 bookmarks of different adjectives in French. Present it beautifully. (to be done in class
work notebook)
With the help of internet, write and present (with pictures) the following :Les pays francophone
La cuisine française
Les villes françaises
La mode française
Les fleuves française
Le président de France
Revise Leçon – 0, 1 and 2 for PWT 1.
CLASS VII ENGLISH
1. Read the storybook ‘LITTLE WOMEN’ and write the following in A4 size sheets.
a) Write about the characters in the story.
b) Choose 10 interesting adjectives from the book and write their meaning from the
dictionary.
2. Write a paragraph on the topic “ How You Spent Your Summer Vacation”
3. Make a bookmark. Decorate it and write an inspirational quote by a well known poet or
author.
The above should be compiled in a file.
4. Revise for your PWT exams.
Happy Holidays!

Holiday Homework - Science
Class VII
•

Take a fresh slice of bread and keep it in a glass plate in a warm dark place. Observe it
after two to three days. Record your observations.
What do you conclude from it?

•

Take a potted plant with broad leaves and keep it in a dark place for one to two days.
Take two similar strips of stiff black paper or cardboard. Cover both sides of a portion of
leaf with these strips.
Keep the plant in sunlight. After nearly 7 hours pluck the leaf.
Remove the covered paper. What do you observe? What do you conclude?

•

Collect pictures of different kinds of animals that give us wool.

•

Acid rain is a phenomenon that causes damage to soil and monuments. Find out more
about acid rain occurrences. What are its harmful effects?

•

Take two similar tin cans. Paint one black and other white. Fill them with equal quantity
of water. Keep the two vessels in midday sun for about half an hour. Now measure the
temperature of the water in each of them. Which water is warmer? Why?

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Ques.1 Write the keyboard shortcut keys used to perform the following:To open a new workbook
Open an already existing workbook
Save a workbook
Undo last action
Redo or repeat the last action
Print a worksheet
Cut selected text to the clipboard
Copy text or graphics
Paste the clipboard content
Ques. 2 Draw the following icons of flash:Selection Tool
Lasso Tool
Rectangle Tool
Text Tool
Paint Bucket Tool
Eraser Tool
Hand Tool
Zoom Tool
Stroke Color
Fill Color
Ques. 3 Make a chart on the topic “Internet Safety Rules”. (Half chart Paper should be used)
Note:-Do Q 1 and 2 on A4 size sheets and arrange them in folder)

CLASS- VII
ART and CRAFT
1. Make Ahoriginal art with dots using ear buds. Can make different designs.(see page -74 of Master stroke)
2. Make a Button craft, using buttons of different colors and size ( see page -80 of Master stroke)

G.K.
Paste news headlines with two of each National, International, Sports, Inventions and Discovery
clippings with pictures (if possible) in a sc
scrap book form 05th June 2018 to 20th June 2018.

CLASS 7
SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Write the preamble of Indian Constitution on A4 sheet.
2. Visit a historical place and share your experience in 80
80-100 words.
3. How would you protect and conserve the environment in your locality. State any five
methods to justify your point.
4. Revise the covered syllabus for PWT
PWT-1.
5. Note: Compile your Holiday Homework in a simple folder.

MATHS
CLASS VII
Note: Holiday Homework to be done in a separate notebook.
Q1. A) Do CCE Test Paper-1 from RS Aggarwal
B) Do all examples of Chapter - Integers from RS Aggarwal
Q2. A) Do CCE Test Paper-2 from RS Aggarwal
B) Do all examples of Chapter - Fractions from RS Aggarwal
Q3. A) Do CCE Test Paper-3 from RS Aggarwal
B) Do all examples of Chapter - Decimals from RS Aggarwal
Q4. Do CCE Test Paper-7 from RS Aggarwal
Q5. Given below is a table which shows the year wise strength of a school. Represent this data
by a bar graph.
Year

Number of students

2005-2006

800

2006-2007

975

2007-2008

1100

2008-2009

1400

2009-2010

1625

Q6. Write any three rules of Vedic mathematics with five examples of each.
Q7. Make three magic squares of 3x3, 4x4 and 5x5.

